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G
raphene, studied since the 1960s

as monolayer graphite on metal

substrates1�5 and earlier still as in-

dividual layers in graphite intercalation

compounds, warrants its current interest

due to its exciting properties.5�7 The first

electrical measurements of single-layer gra-

phenewere published in 2004,8 followed by

other studies involving fabrication of iso-

lated samples by mechanical exfoliation of

graphite in 2005.6,9 However, mechanical

exfoliation10�12 is a time-consuming pro-

cess that yields relatively small samples.

Thus, mechanical exfoliation cannot ad-

dress the need for mass fabrication of

large-area uniform monolayer graphene.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been

shown to provide large area coverage. Few-

layer graphene was first grown on Ni foils,13

and shortly thereafter self-limited growth of

single-layer graphene on copper foils was

demonstrated.14 It has been shown that

single-crystal, large-area (∼0.5 mm on a

side) uniform monolayer graphene can be

controllably grown on copper foils.15

Reliable transfer of large-area monolayer

graphene onto arbitrary substrates is a cri-

tical step in the use of CVD-grown graphene

for most practical applications. Since poly-

(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has been

used as a carrier material for transferring

carbon nanotubes16 and mechanically ex-

foliated graphene flakes,17,18 it has also

been widely used to transfer CVD-grown

graphene to target substrates.14,19 In a re-

cent study, a modified PMMA transfer tech-

nique using a second, liquid PMMA coating

step exhibited enhanced performance of

transparent conductive electrodes made

of CVD-grown graphene films.20 The im-

proved transfer provided a sheet resistance

of 2.1 kΩ/sq for monolayer graphene films

with a transmittance of 97.4%. Although

an improvement over previous transfer

techniques, the sheet resistance is still much

larger than the intrinsic graphene sheet

resistance of ∼30Ω/sq.21 Furthermore, this

technique can be used only to transfer

graphene onto flat substrates.

Suspending graphene membranes over

perforated substrates eliminates substrate

interactions and has allowed various kinds

of fundamental studies including transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM),22�26 ther-

mal transport,27,28mechanical,29 and optical

measurements.30 Several methods have

been developed to make suspended mem-

branes from CVD-grown monolayer gra-

phene over holes. The copper foil was

directly etched lithographically,23 or the gra-

phene/copper was directly attached and

transferred to flexible thin carbon films

with holes to minimize contamination of

graphene.24,31 However, these methods
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ABSTRACT Reproducible dry and wet transfer techniques were developed to improve the

transfer of large-area monolayer graphene grown on copper foils by chemical vapor deposition

(CVD). The techniques reported here allow transfer onto three different classes of substrates:

substrates covered with shallow depressions, perforated substrates, and flat substrates. A novel dry

transfer technique was used to make graphene-sealed microchambers without trapping liquid

inside. The dry transfer technique utilizes a polydimethylsiloxane frame that attaches to the

poly(methyl methacrylate) spun over the graphene film, and the monolayer graphene was

transferred onto shallow depressions with 300 nm depth. The improved wet transfer onto

perforated substrates with 2.7 μm diameter holes yields 98% coverage of holes covered with

continuous films, allowing the ready use of Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron

microscopy to study the intrinsic properties of CVD-grown monolayer graphene. Additionally,

monolayer graphene transferred onto flat substrates has fewer cracks and tears, as well as lower

sheet resistance than previous transfer techniques. Monolayer graphene films transferred onto glass

had a sheet resistance of∼980Ω/sq and a transmittance of 97.6%. These transfer techniques open

up possibilities for the fabrication of various graphene devices with unique configurations and

enhanced performance.

KEYWORDS: graphene . transfer . membranes . transparent conductive films . Raman
spectroscopy
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require specialized fabrication processes and cannot

be used for rigid substrates due to the roughness and

rigidity of graphene/copper foils.

Mechanically exfoliated graphene membranes

that seal depressed wells or chambers have been

used to demonstrate the impermeability of graphene

membranes32 and for nanoindentation tests.33 This kind

of graphene-sealed microchambers provides a unique

separation barrier between two different environments,

which can be used for compliant membrane sensors that

detect pressure, chemical/biological reactions, and other

changes.32,34 Transfer of CVD graphene onto these sub-

strates is particularly challenging since a dry transfer

technique is required toavoid trapping transfer or etchant

liquids in the wells. Dry transfer techniques have been

developed to peel offmultilayer graphene grown on SiC

substrates by using a bilayer film of gold/polyimide,35 a

thermal release tape,36 or an electrostatic process.37

However, these techniques were applied for flat sub-

strates with epitaxially grown multilayer graphene. To

date, a dry transfer technique for CVD-grown monolayer

graphene over patterned substrates has not yet been

developed.

In this report,wepresent anoveldry transfer technique

for transfer of CVD-grown monolayer graphene onto

shallow wells. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) frame is

used to support the graphene/PMMA film, allowing it to

be removed from the copper etchant and dried. A PMMA

heat treatment step is used following the graphene

transfer to increase the adhesion between the graphene

and the substrate. Copper foils used in CVD have an

irregular surface that is further roughened due to surface

reconstruction during the high-temperature anneal and

growth. Graphene follows the surface morphology of the

underlyingcopperduring thegrowthprocess,making the

adhesion of transfer materials to the graphene films a

challenging process. After removing the copper foil, the

transferred graphene supported by its polymer does not

lie flat on the substrate. Small gaps form between the

graphene and the substrate. The incomplete contact of

graphenewith the substrate causes cracks and tearswhen

the polymer material is removed. Here, we overcome this

problemby softening the transfer layer (PMMA) with heat

treatment. When the PMMA is heated above the glass

transition temperature (Tg), it softens and becomes more

flexible. Thegapbetween thegraphene and the substrate

are reduced, increasing the adhesion as the transfer layer

molds to the substrate.Whenused inagentlewet transfer

process, the heat treatment step increases the quality of

transfer onto flat and perforated substrates. Raman spec-

troscopy and TEM of graphene suspended over the holes

show the intrinsic characteristics of graphene. Graphene

transferred onto flat substrates using the heat treatment

has lower sheet resistance than graphene transferred

using other techniques.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the schematic illustration of the dry

and wet transfer processes for the three substrate

types: shallow wells, perforated substrates, and flat

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of dry and wet transfer processes. (a) Dry transfer onto shallow depressions. Wet transfer
onto (b) perforated substrates and (c) flat substrates. The boxes with dashed lines in (a3) and (a4) show magnified views.
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substrates. Transferring graphene onto closed wells is

more difficult than onto flat or perforated substrates

because of the possibility of trapping liquid in the

wells. The liquid etching of copper to free the CVD

graphene is currently unavoidable, which necessitates

the drying of graphene prior to transfer. Without

support, the graphene layer is too flimsy to remove

from the etchant without wrinkling or otherwise de-

stroying themembrane. In our approach, PDMS acts as

a flexible frame to hold the PMMA/graphene film,

enabling the film to be removed from the etchant,

dried, placed on the target substrate, and heat treated.

PDMS has been widely used as a carrier or supporting

material for graphene or graphene oxide films due to

its flexibility, robustness, adhesion to samples, and

transparency.19,38�40 First, relatively thick PMMA was

coated on a graphene/copper foil. A PDMS block with a

through hole in the center is attached to the PMMA/

graphene/copper films by natural adhesion. The cop-

per is then etched while the PDMS/PMMA/graphene

block is floated over the solution (Figure 1(a1)). Using

the PDMS “handle”, the composite is easily rinsed and

dried after etching (Figure 1(a2)), thereby removing the

liquid used in the etching process. Next, the PDMS/

PMMA/graphene composite is placed onto the target

substrate, covering the wells. The substrate is heated

above the Tg of PMMA (Figure 1(a3)). The heat treat-

ment allows the wavy and rough PMMA/graphene film

tomake full contact with the target substrate, as shown

in the magnified views of Figure 1(a3, a4). After heat-

ing, the adhesion of the graphene to the substrate is

strong enough to peel off the PDMS block without

delaminating the PMMA/graphene film (Figure 1(a4)).

Finally, the PMMA is thermally removed in a furnace at

350 �C with Ar and H2 for∼2 h, without the use of any

solvent. The end result is a reproducible dry transfer

technique.

The dry transfer was demonstrated with patterned

wells of two different depths: 2 μm and 300 nm.

Figure 2(a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

image of graphene suspended over deep wells. If a

membrane is broken, the well has a white ring around

its edge in the SEM image due to the charging of the

exposed SiO2 layer by the electron beam. Figure 2(b)

shows a SEM image of a suspended membrane over a

5.1 μm diameter well. Note that the wrinkle spanning

the well is straight. This indicates that the membrane

has not been drawn into the well. For this deep well, a

∼1.5 μm thick PMMA layer was used for transfer and

the sample was heated at 180 �C for >3 h in air before

PMMA removal. However, these conditions did not

give good coverage of suspended membranes over

the shallow wells. The heat treatment of the relatively

thin PMMA film caused the PMMA/graphene films to

collapse to the bottom of the majority of the shallow

wells. Relatively thick PMMA (∼2.7 μm thickness) and a

lower temperature treatment (150 �C) was used to

increase the rigidity of the film and thus minimize

the contact of the film to the bottom of wells. At

temperatures closer to Tg (125 �C) of the PMMA, the

PMMA needs more time to relax and make full contact

with the substrate. When treated for <3 h, we found

there was not sufficient adhesion. When heated for

>12 h at 150 �C, the PMMA/graphene film adheredwell

to the substrate when the PDMS block was peeled off.

Figure 2(c) shows a SEM image of a suspended mem-

brane over a 3.9 μm diameter well with 300 nm depth.

The visible, undistorted wrinkle in the graphene

sheet passing through the well indicates that the

membrane was suspended. An atomic force micro-

scopy (AFM) topology image confirmed that the mem-

branewas completely suspended over the shallowwell

(Figure 2(d)). Presumably due to van der Waals attrac-

tion of the graphene to the walls and the flexibility of

Figure 2. Monolayer graphene transferred onto wells. (a, b)
SEM images of graphene membranes over 2 μm deep wells
with 2.7 and 5.1 μm diameter, respectively. The broken
membrane has awhite ring around its edge due to charging
of the substrate in SEM. (c) SEM image of a graphene
membraneover a 300nmdeepwellwith 3.9μmdiameter. (a
and c insets) Schematics of samples. (d) AFM topology
image (10 μm � 10 μm) of a graphene membrane over a
300 nm deep well with 5.1 μm diameter. The black line
represents the line profile along the center of the mem-
brane. (e) Coverage of suspended graphene membranes
over different sizes of wells.
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the PMMA film during heat treatment, the graphene

membrane adheres to the sidewall of the well for a few

nanometers. Figure 2(e) shows the percentage of

covered membranes as a function of the diameter of

the wells. Even though this process has not yet been

fully optimized, the percentage of covered holes was

relatively high. For 2.7 μm diameter holes, 59% of the

2 μm deep holes and 32% of the 300 nm deep holes

were covered. As expected, the coverage of suspended

membranes decreases as the diameter of the wells

increases. Nonetheless, using this technique we could

achieve large graphene membranes with up to 10.5

and 7.3 μmdiameters for 2 μmand 300 nm deep wells,

respectively.

Figure 3 shows Raman maps of the G- and 2D-band

peak positions of monolayer graphene transferred

onto a shallow 3.9 μm diameter well. The large down-

shift of both the G- and 2D-bands is consistent with

biaxial strain that develops when the graphene mem-

brane adheres to the side wall. On the basis of pre-

viously measured shift rates,41 a G-band shift of

∼12 cm�1 indicates 0.16 ( 0.01% strain, while a 2D

shift of ∼26 cm�1 indicates 0.13 ( 0.01% strain. This

level of strain can be explained by the graphene

adhering to the side walls for 3 nm and is consistent

with the AFM data, which show a few nanometers of

side wall adhesion.

The PMMA heat treatment step can also be used to

improve the quality of graphene that is wet-transferred

to flat or perforated substrates. For flat samples, a thin

PMMA film (∼100 nm thick) is spin-coated onto the

graphene grown on copper foil. The copper foil is

etched away, and the PMMA/graphene film rinsed

with distilled water (Figure 1(c1)). The target substrate

is placed in thewater at an inclined angle (Figure 1(c2)),

and the PMMA/graphene film is lowered onto the

substrate by removing water with a syringe

(Figure 1(c3)). A needle is useful for positioning the

film on the substrate. The substrate is inclined to help

the PMMA/graphene film spread across the substrate

from one side as the water level is lowered. This gentle

process reduces the tearing of the PMMA/graphene

films. The drying process slightly stretches and flattens

the graphene. Finally, the dried PMMA/graphene/sub-

strate is heated above the Tg of the PMMA, but below

the melting temperature (Figure 1(c4)), as was done in

the dry transfer, and the PMMA is removed with

acetone.

The transfer process of graphene onto perforated

substrates is complicated by the potential for free-

standing graphene to be broken by surface tension

during drying. A TEM grid having 10 000 holes (2.7 μm

diameter) in a 200 nm thick silicon nitride filmwas used

to demonstrate the transfer of graphene onto perfo-

rated substrates. Ammonium persulfate was used to

etch the copper foil. The ammonium persulfate pro-

vides a cleaner graphene surface than iron(III) nitrate,

possibly because iron(III) nitrate leaves some iron oxide

contamination.23 Since the target substrate is only

3 mm in diameter, the much larger PMMA/graphene

membrane can bow around the substrate. To ensure

full, even contact between the graphene and sub-

strate, multiple target substrates with spacers in be-

tween were used so that the graphene/PMMA

membrane was fully supported (Figure 1(b2)). To avoid

rupturing the suspended graphene with surface ten-

sion, critical point drying is usually used.22,42 As a less

time-consuming alternative, hexamethyldisilazane

(HMDS) was used as a dehydrating solution. For this

size of membranes, its rapid evaporation and low

surface tension prevent the membranes from

breaking.43

This process covers a high percentage of holes with

high-quality graphene. Among 10 000 holes, only 2%

of the holes had voids after the transfer, as shown in

Figure 4(a). The broken holes appear dark in the SEM

(Figure 4(b)). The removal of PMMAusing acetone left a

residue of polymer on the graphene film. Further

cleaning was necessary in order to observe the atomic

structure of graphene.44 The transferred graphene was

annealed at 400 �C with Ar and H2 for ∼1 h. 94% of

10 000 holes survived thermal cycling. Figure 4(c)

shows a high-resolution TEM image in which relatively

clean graphene areas longer than 30 nm in length can

be seen. A selected area electron diffraction (SAED)

pattern obtained in TEM shows the hexagonal pattern

of monolayer graphene (Figure 4(c) inset). This transfer

technique also works for transfer onto larger holes.

Figure 4(d) shows graphene membranes transferred

onto ∼10 μm diameter holes created by deep silicon

Figure 3. Spatial Raman maps of (a) G- and (b) 2D-band energies for graphene covering a 300 nm deep well.
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etching. For a membrane this large, direct removal of

the PMMAby annealing at high temperature was used.

Twenty of the 25 membranes in Figure 4(d) survived

the process. Earlier work has shown that graphene

membranes can be transferred by thermally decom-

posing the PMMA film at 300�350 �C in air for

2�4 h.26,45 However, oxygen in air can damage the

graphene. When identically grown and transferred

graphene has its PMMA removed by heating in atmo-

sphere, we observed a Raman D peak that was roughly

as high as the G peak, indicatingmuch greater disorder

than when the PMMA is removed by heating in an Ar/

H2 environment.

Raman spectroscopy was used to evaluate the

quality of the suspended CVD-grown graphene.

Figure 5(a�c) shows Raman spectra (514 nm laser

wavelength) of CVD-grown monolayer graphene trans-

ferred onto SiO2/Si and suspended graphene on a

silicon nitride TEM grid. The optical power was

250 μW, low enough to avoid heating. The G and 2D

peaks of monolayer graphene supported on SiO2/Si are

positioned at∼1588 and∼2690 cm�1, respectively. The

suspended graphene on the silicon nitride grid shows

peaks that are downshifted to ∼1584 cm�1 (G) and

∼2685 cm�1 (2D). A small D peak, indicative of defects,

is visible at ∼1350 cm�1. The D peak does not increase

in strength for the suspended sample, indicating that no

additional cracks or tears exist across the sampled

suspended areas. Table 1 shows the Raman character-

istics for the suspended graphene membranes. The

intensity ratio of D to G, ID/IG, varies between 0.06 and

0.12, and the 2D to G intensity ratio, I2D/IG, varies

between 8 and 11, significantly higher than for the

graphene on the SiO2/Si surface, I2D/IG ≈ 5.4.

We use the measured Raman data to evaluate the

degree of doping and strain in the suspended sample.

Full width at half-maximum (fwhm) and frequencies (ω)

of the G- and 2D-bands are sensitive to doping,46�49

strain,41,50 and temperature.27,28,51,52We rule out heat-

ing effects since a decrease in power by a factor of

Figure 4. SEM and TEM images of monolayer graphene transferred onto perforated substrates. (a) Low- and (b) high-
magnification SEM images of graphene on perforated silicon nitride supporting film having 2.7 μm diameter holes. A
schematic of the sample is shown below (a). The dark holes indicate broken membranes. (c) High-resolution TEM image of
graphene suspended over a hole in the silicon nitride TEM grid. The inset shows a SAED pattern that is consistent with
monolayer graphene. (d) SEM image of monolayer graphene on a silicon substrate having ∼10 μm diameter holes with a
schematic of the sample. Five dark holes (blue circles) are broken membranes, and the remaining 20 membranes are
suspended.

Figure 5. (a) Raman spectra of monolayer graphene on flat
SiO2/Si and perforated silicon nitride supporting film using
a 514 nm wavelength laser. (b) Raman spectra of G-band
region (1520�1640 cm�1). (c) Raman spectra of 2D-band
region (2600�2750 cm�1).

TABLE 1. Raman Characteristics of Suspended Graphene

Membranes

G-band 2D-band

membrane ω (cm�1) fwhm (cm�1) ω (cm�1) fwhm (cm�1) ID/IG I2D/IG

1 1585.0 15.8 2684.8 23.7 0.082 11.03

2 1583.9 15.1 2683.0 22.7 0.064 9.30

3 1585.0 15.8 2686.0 23.7 0.186 7.99

4 1584.7 15.5 2685.1 23.8 0.121 8.67
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∼6 caused a G-band downshift by only a small amount,

<0.1 cm�1. On the basis of previously measured tem-

perature shift rates,52 this shift corresponds to heatingby

less than 10 �C. We use the G and 2D peak positions to

analyze the strain and doping level. Due to the circular

geometry, there is no preferential strain direction, andwe

assume uniform biaxial strain. Previous measurements

show that the 2D-band shifts by less than 1 cm�1 for

carrier concentrations below 3 � 1012 cm�2,49 but has a

large strain dependence, shifting by 203 cm�1/% for

biaxial strain.41 Hence, we use the 2D peak position to

evaluate the strain. For a514nmexcitation, theunstrained

2D feature is expected to be at 2683 cm�1, compared

to 2683�2685 cm�1 on the measured suspended

samples.53 Thus, the measured frequencies correspond

to strains of less than 0.01%. Having eliminated tempera-

ture and strain effects, the G peak position and width are

only a function of doping.With increased electron or hole

doping, the G-band frequency shifts up and the width

decreases.46�49 Comparing the large measured G widths

and lowmeasured frequencies to theoretical results,46we

estimatedoping levels less than1� 1012 cm�2, consistent

with the increase of the integrated 2D to G intensity ratio

describedabove.54,55Wealsonote that the increaseof the

integrated intensity ratio of the 2D-band to the G-band,

I2D/IG, from 5.4 to 9.0 upon suspension is partially due to

the etalon effect in the 285 nm thick SiO2 cavity, which

accounts for a calculated 22% of the∼66% increase. The

remaining increase, having eliminated strain and tem-

perature effects, is another indicator that the doping is

decreased when the graphene is decoupled from the

substrate. Hence, the spectrum from the suspended

graphene demonstrates near-intrinsic properties of the

graphenewith doping less than 1� 1012 cm�2, strain less

than 0.01%, and low disorder.

The improved transfer resulted in fewer cracks and

tears in graphene films transferred onto flat substrates.

Figure 6(a) shows an optical image of monolayer gra-

phene transferred onto a 285 nm thick SiO2 substrate at

low magnification (1.2 mm � 0.9 mm). We could not

locate any major cracks or tears. Figure 6(b) is a high-

magnification optical image (0.12mm� 0.09mm), which

shows typical features of CVD-grown graphene, namely,

wrinkles and adlayers. These results reproducibly showed

a significantly reduced density of cracks and tears on

transferred graphene films and improved the electrical

quality of the CVD graphene films. Monolayer graphene

with ∼1 � 1 cm2 area was transferred onto a glass

coverslip. Figure 6(c) shows the sheet resistance as a

function of the optical transmittance. The transmittance

was varied by stacking monolayer graphene sequentially,

therebymakingbilayer and trilayer graphenefilms.Mono-

layer graphene was measured to have a sheet resistance

of ∼980 Ω/sq with a transmittance of 97.6%. The sheet

resistances for bilayer and trilayer graphene films were

∼540 and ∼350 Ω/sq with transmittance of 95.3% and

92.9%, respectively. The relationship between sheet resis-

tance and transmittancegenerally follows theBeer�Lambert

law.56 According to the Beer�Lambert law, the transmit-

tance of light (T) through a homogeneous material is T =

e�Rd, where d is the film thickness, R is the effective

absorption coefficient givenbyR= 4πk/λ, k is the extinction

coefficient, and λ is the wavelength of incident light. The

sheet resistance is defined as R = 1/Gd, where G is the

material conductivity. Combining these twoequationsyields

R ¼

�4πk

Gλ ln T
(1)

where k is∼1.4 for graphene at 550 nmwavelength.57 The

electrical conductivity of a 2D material can be calculated

from σ = neμ, where n is the carrier density, e the

Figure 6. Evaluation of graphene films transferred onto flat substrates. (a, b) Optical images of large-area monolayer
graphene transferred onto 285 nm SiO2: (a) field of view 1.2 mm� 0.9 mm and (b) field of view 0.12mm� 0.09mm. (c) Sheet
resistance as a function of transmittance at λ = 550 nm. The squares are the results from graphene transferred to glass slides
by this method. The circle and triangle represent CVD-grown graphene grown on copper by Li et al.20 and nickel by Reina
et al.,58 respectively. The blue dotted line represents the Beer�Lambert law (indicated as “BL law”) fitted to results from this
work. The inset is the transmittance of our n-layer graphenefilms as a function ofwavelength of the incident lightwith a blank
coverslip used for background subtraction.
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elementary charge, and μ the mobility. By fitting the

experimental sheet resistance and transmittance with

eq 1 (the dotted line in Figure 6(c)), the electrical con-

ductivity of our graphene films was found to be ∼3.0 �

106 S/m. While a direct calculation of our mobility is not

possible due to the unknown doping level, we can

calculate a lower bound. The measured G position and

width establish an upper level of n = 4 � 1012 cm�2,

which corresponds toa lower limit of themobility of 1.5�

103 cm2 V�1 s�1. This lower limit is 2 orders ofmagnitude

below the intrinsic limit of mobility at room tem-

perature.21 This could be due to an overestimation of n,

impurity scattering by the substrate (SiO2), small cracks

formed during the transfer process, other imperfections

in the graphene films such as grain boundaries, defects,

andwrinkles, or any combination of these. Yet, compared

to the previously reported results,20,58 our method sig-

nificantly enhanced the electrical conductivity of trans-

ferred graphene films. Particularly, when comparing

graphene films having the same quality (grown at the

same time) that were transferred using the second liquid

PMMA coatingmethod by Li et al.20 and ourmethod, the

sheet resistance obtained from our transfer technique

was more than a factor of 2 lower.

CONCLUSION

A novel dry transfer technique was developed that

allows CVD graphene to be transferred over micro-

chambers for the first time. This technique can be

used to fabricate a number of devices that rely on

the unique separation layer between the two differ-

ent environments. The novel dry transfer technique

uses a PDMS frame attached to the PMMA/graphene

films to controllably remove the graphene from the

etchant along with a heat treatment step to increase

the adhesion between the graphene and the sub-

strate. The heat treatment step can also be used in

wet transfers to increase the quality of graphene

transferred to flat and perforated substrates. Gra-

phene suspended over perforated holes allowed

us to measure the intrinsic nature of CVD-grown

graphene using Raman spectroscopy and TEM.

Moreover, improved wet transfer onto flat substrates

decreased the sheet resistance of CVD-grown gra-

phene films by a factor of 2, making them more

suitable for device fabrication including transparent

conductive films. These techniques increase the

range of application of CVD-grown monolayer

graphene.

METHODS

Dry Transfer to Wells. Large-area high-quality monolayer gra-
phene was grown on 25 μm thick copper foils using a CVD
method thatwe demonstrated recently.14,59 PMMApowder (Mw

996 000, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in chlorobenzene (Sigma

Aldrich). For 2 μm deep wells, PMMA solution (120 mg/mL) was

spin-coated on graphene/copper foils at 4000 rpm for 30 s and

dried in air. The PDMS block with a ∼1 cm diameter hole was

gently pressed down onto the PMMA/graphene/copper. The

copperwas etchedwith ammoniumpersulfate (0.1M) anddried

in air after rinsing it with distilled water. The composite

was placed on the target substrate having wells and heated

at 180 �C for over 3 h. The PDMS block was peeled off while the

sample was hot. The PMMA/graphene on substrate was an-

nealed in a furnace with Ar (∼500 sccm) and H2 (∼500 sccm) at

350 �C for ∼2 h to remove the PMMA. For 300 nm deep wells,

PMMA solution (120 mg/mL) was spin-coated on graphene/

copper foils at 1000 rpm for 30 s. The heat treatment was done

at 150 �C for over 12 h.

Wet Transfer to Perforated Substrates. The PMMA solution (20
mg/mL) was spin-coated on graphene/copper foils at 4000 rpm
for 30 s and dried in air. Ammonium persulfate (0.1 M, Sigma
Aldrich) was used to etch copper, and the PMMA/graphene film
was floated on the surface of the solution. The PMMA/graphene
film was moved to distilled water several times to rinse the
etchant residue. For a small hole substrate (2.7 μm diameter),
silicon nitride supporting film TEM grid (Ted Pella) was used.
A spacer (200 μm thick) was used to make the film flat. Water
was pulled out with a syringe to lower the film onto the
substrate while positioning the film with a needle. After drying
it under vacuum for several hours, the samplewas heated at 180
�C in air for over 30min to enable the flattening of the graphene
film. The PMMA was removed with an acetone bath, and the
acetone was exchanged with ethanol and then HMDS. The
sample was dried in air. To remove any PMMA residue, the grid
was annealed in a furnace at 400 �Cwith Ar (∼500 sccm) and H2

(∼500 sccm) for ∼1 h. A second type of substrate with larger

holes (∼10 μm diameter) was fabricated on a silicon substrate
by deep silicon etching and KOH backside etching. For this case,
the PMMA/graphene sample was directly annealed to remove
the PMMA in a furnace at 400 �C with Ar (∼500 sccm) and H2

(∼500 sccm) for ∼1 h, without using acetone.

Wet Transfer to Flat Substrates. The PMMA solution (20 mg/mL)
was spin-coated on graphene/copper foils at 4000 rpm for 30 s
and dried in air. The copper was etched with iron(III) nitrate
solution (0.05 g/mL in water), and the PMMA/graphene filmwas

floated on the surface of the solution. After rinsing the film with

distilled water, the target substrate was placed in water with a

tilting angle of ∼30� underneath the floating film. Water was

pulled out with a syringe to lower the film onto the substrate

while positioning the film with a needle. After drying it under

vacuum for several hours, the sample was heated at 180 �C in air

for over 30 min to enable the flattening of the graphene film.

The PMMA was removed with an acetone bath. An additional

annealing process can be performed at 400 �C with Ar (∼500

sccm) and H2 (∼500 sccm) for ∼1 h to remove further residue.

Characterization. SEM images were taken with an FEI Quanta-
600 FEG Environmental SEM. TEM images were taken with a

JEOL 2010F. The sheet resistance and the optical transmittance

weremeasured by the van der Pauwmethod (Keithley 6221 and

6514 instruments) and a spectroscopic ellipsometer system (JA

Woolham M2000), respectively. A 514 nm excitation with a

100� objective (0.9 NA) and a 1800 line/mm grating was used

for Raman spectroscopy of the graphene transferred to flat SiO2

and the TEM grid. A 532 nm excitation laser with a 100�

objective lens (WITec Alpha 300 micro-Raman imaging system)

was used for Raman maps of the graphene transferred over

depressions. AFMwas performed by Park Scientific Instruments

model CP using contact mode with 0.2 nN at a scanning speed

of 0.5 Hz.
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